Universal Mason Supply Software
THE SYSTEM FOR MASONRY, BRICK, TILE & PAVER DISTRIBUTORS

All the building blocks you need to sustain and grow your masonry supply business.

www.u-a-s.com
**What unique challenges do you face?**

Masonry product distributors know that their needs are unique. Can the right software really make your masonry business more profitable? **Absolutely!**

Universal Masonry Enterprise Software has helped other masonry suppliers do just that...See how it can help your business be more progressive, organized, and efficient.

- Square footage conversions
- Accurate loading quantities
- Pallet refund tracking
- Alternate packing & pricing units
- Partial pickup control
- Scale Interface
- And much more...

**Automatic Inventory Conversions** - Enter square footage and system displays exact number of pieces. Enter number of pieces and exact number of Sections, Bundles & Pieces for that item immediately appears on the screen.

**Printed Inventory Conversions** - Pick Tickets print Sections, Bundles & Pieces for each item. Eliminating guesswork of loading personnel means reduction in inventory errors. This one feature has saved masonry suppliers thousands of dollars per week.

**Pallet & Product Return Controls** - Whether pallets or merchandise, UAS can be configured to prevent returns of product that exceed cumulative quantities purchased by a customer. And, with complete purchase history for a customer available with one click, in an instant you can enhance your customer service by providing exactly the information needed to help your customer to complete their transaction and be on their way.

**More Management Control** - Choosing the management reports that work for your business, you will have true control over cash, check, credit card and billing activity. Review sales returns and price overrides with full audit trail by user.

**Complete Back Order Tracking** - Easily monitor back order status for inventory for both vendors and customers. Immediately know what’s on order with expected delivery dates. When items are received, system immediately generates customer back order fill information - no unnecessary delays for your customers. Better customer service means more sales!
How do you process customer transactions quickly while providing great customer service?

It all starts with a well-designed Point-of-Sale Entry Screen.

UNIVERSAL is specifically designed for masonry companies so that employees do not need to manually calculate required pavers or blocks for desired square footage. The UNIVERSAL entry screen also clearly displays the number of Bundles, Sections, Bands, Pieces, etc. and then prints this information on your customer receipt, invoice, and delivery/pick ticket to ensure that your staff members pick and load the appropriate quantities for your customer orders. This one feature of the software has saved some masonry suppliers thousands of dollars per week!

Option to prevent breaking of bundles/sections into loose pieces

Screen Display shows how many Bundles, Sections, Bands, Pieces. Prints on Pick Ticket so that staff loads accurate quantities purchased. Info can also print on invoices and receipts.

Enter desired square footage and system can automatically calculate # of pavers needed.
**INVENTORY CONTROL & PURCHASING**

**FLEXIBILITY & CONTROL**
- Multiple division / multiple warehouses
- Serialized inventory tracking
- Lot item tracking
- Customer contract pricing
- Quantity pricing matrix
- User-defined pricing formulas
- Reorder recommendations and automatic purchasing functions based on:
  - Reorder Point
  - Economic Order Quantity
  - Min/Max Calculations
- Product demand calculation based upon sales history
- UPC codes
- Supports standard, average and landed cost
- Handles kitting
- Quick item status inquiries
- Warehouse transfer functions
- Item barcode & plain label printing
- 30 character item number
- Physical count functions include by warehouse, department, category, vendor
- Item # cross-referencing vendor and customer part numbers
- Store item photos and .pdf specification documents, and websites with MSDS info

Controlling your inventory and purchasing wisely are critical to your profitability. Purchase too little and your customers will soon find another source. Purchase too much and your cash will quickly be depleted, leaving you with shelves full of dead stock and a lack of resources for merchandise you really need. UAS provides the exact tools you need to efficiently manage:

- Stock replenishment
- Drop-ship orders
- Parts management

With advanced features such as Auto Generate Purchase Orders, the purchasing function is streamlined while still allowing the Purchasing Department to have complete control over ordering. With the ability to handle both stock replenishment and drop-ship items, the ordering function can be slashed to a fraction of the time it would take to manually enter PO’s line by line.

**UAS offers a Scale Interface for masonry suppliers handling bulk materials.**

- Captures tare weight
- Captures loaded weight
- Computes product net weight
- Data flows seamlessly to Point-of-Sale for quick & easy checkout
- Identifies scale tickets with vehicle information which have not been completed in POS.
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SOLID ACCOUNTING MODULES

Many masonry and construction supply companies are stuck with redundant data entry between multiple software products. Or... the counter is still writing tickets manually and data must then be entered into an accounting system. UAS is specifically designed to streamline your entire enterprise from front-counter to back-office. Since UAS has developed all of its modules, we can offer the highest level of technical support because we are thoroughly familiar with our entire system.

Accounts Receivable - Complete receivables functions including partial payment entry, discount application, debit and credit adjustments, insufficient funds entry with NSF charges, finance charge billing, many types of commission calculations, sales tax reporting, collection tools, option for daily credit card reconciliation, and a full set of management & sales analysis reports.

Accounts Payable - Easy payable entry with unlimited GL distributions, check writing including direct "on-the-fly" checks, recurring payables and detailed expense analysis reporting.

General Ledger - Complete GL functionality including Chart of Accounts with provisions for departments and divisions, recurring entries, budgeting, functions to download payroll from Paychex and other payroll applications, and complete financial reporting including divisional and consolidated.

Bank Reconciliation - Reconciling cash accounts is a snap with UAS Bank Reconciliation module. Cash transactions throughout the system automatically flow to the BR module. With UAS, reconciliation is a simple, quick process.

Managing Customer Credit is critical to the mason & construction supply industry. UAS gives you the precise tools you need to closely monitor and control credit limits, with clear flags when customers are over their limits or on credit hold.
UAS includes management reporting and quick-view dashboard displays that provide invaluable business insight in seconds. The Financial Status Dashboard is a one-stop management tool to help you monitor the pulse of your business and drive it forward to further success.